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MEMORANDUM 

 

DATE:   October 22, 2014 

 

TO:    Commissioners, Commission on the Environment, Deborah Raphael, 

Director, Guillermo Rodriguez, Communications and Policy Director, Jennifer Kass, 

Deputy Director 

 

FROM:   Monica Fish, Commission Secretary 

 

SUBJECT: Commission on the Environment Meeting Minutes Guidelines 

 

As requested at the September 30, 2014 meeting, the following are guidelines for 

preparing Commission on the Environment meeting minutes starting with requirements 

of the City and County of San Francisco’s Good Government Guide and expanded 

guidelines approved by the Commission. 

 

Minutes  

The Brown Act imposes no requirements on policy bodies regarding minutes of 

meetings. Only local law imposes requirements, which vary greatly depending on the 

type of policy body.  

a. Appointive boards, commissions, and other units of government in the executive 

branch  

The Charter requires each appointive board, commission, or other unit of government 

in the executive branch to keep a “record” of the proceedings of each regular or 

special meeting. The record must include how each member voted on each 

question. Charter § 4.104(a)(3). The Charter does not otherwise require specific 

information to be in the record.  

b. Charter boards and commissions  

The Sunshine Ordinance imposes detailed requirements for meeting minutes of boards 

and commissions listed in the Charter. These requirements do not apply to other policy 

bodies. The clerk or secretary for Charter boards and commissions must record the 

minutes of each meeting and include certain information in the minutes:  

• The beginning time of the meeting.  

• The ending time of the meeting.  

• The names of the members in attendance.  

• The roll call vote on each matter considered.  



• A list of those members of the public who spoke on each matter who identified 

themselves, whether the speaker supported or opposed the matter, and a brief 

summary of the speaker’s public comment.  

 

Admin. Code § 67.16. As discussed earlier in this Guide, when a City officer or employee has 

disclosed on the record a personal, professional, or business relationship as required by Section 3.214 

of the Campaign and Governmental Conduct Code, that disclosure must be recorded in the 

minutes.  

 

If the Charter body held a closed session, the minutes must also include:  

• The beginning time of the closed session.  

• The ending time of the closed session.  

• The members of the policy body and others, identified by name and title, in attendance at the 

closed session.  
 

Admin. Code § 67.16. But the name of a person whose presence in the closed session may be kept 

confidential, such as a candidate for appointment interviewed in a closed session, need not be 

disclosed. In such a case, the minutes should note the person’s presence in the closed session, 

without identifying the person. 

  

The Sunshine Ordinance allows any person who spoke during a public comment period at a meeting 

of a Charter board or commission to supply a brief written summary of the comments to be included 

in the minutes if it is 150 words or less. Admin. Code § 67.16. The summary is not part of the body’s 

official minutes, nor does the body vouch for its accuracy; and the minutes may expressly so state. 

The policy body may reject the summary if it exceeds the prescribed word limit or is not an accurate 

summary of the speaker’s public comment. 

  

The speaker’s summary of public comment may be placed in the text of the minutes for the agenda 

item (or for general public comment, if that is when the comment occurred), or at the end of the 

minutes, whether or not designated as an attachment. If the summary is placed at the end of the 

minutes, we recommend as a sound practice though not a legal requirement that the text of the 

minutes for the agenda item (or for general public comment) cross-reference the attachment, to 

direct the reader to the summary. 

 

c. Other policy bodies  

Policy bodies that do not fit into one of the above two categories, such as purely advisory bodies 

and committees of parent bodies, are not required to keep meeting minutes or maintain a record of 

meetings. But we strongly advise that such bodies maintain brief minutes of meetings to record 

attendance by members, actions taken, and votes on those actions. Otherwise, questions may arise 

as to the accuracy of informal or unofficial reports regarding the meetings of such bodies and 

actions taken at such meetings. 

 

Except as has been noted above, there are no other legal requirements for the content of minutes. 

There are variations among policy bodies in the style, length, and detail of the minutes of their 

respective meetings. 

 

In addition to the requirements noted above, the condensed version of the meeting minutes includes 

topics of discussion of presenters and Department and City agency staff, suggestions and calls for 

further action made by Commissioners, the Department Director, and Department staff, and a brief 

summary of any other agenda topics such as Committee reports, announcements, new business, 

and Director’s and Commission Secretary’s reports. 


